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SUMMARY
This anthropological study focused on the pursuit of well-being among 
Somali-Dutch and Ghanaian-Dutch people residing in the Randstad 
area of the Netherlands. I examine how religion informs the practices 
and approaches of Ghanaian-Dutch and Somali-Dutch people in their 
pursuit of sexual well-being. Moving beyond the unidimensional 
understanding of the role of religion as problematic regarding 
sexuality, I propose looking at religious sensibilities to unravel the 
varied ways that religion informs people’s choices in multidimensional, 
non-exclusionary and at times contradictory ways. Similarly, I look 
beyond sexual health, a widely used term by medical professionals, 
and propose using the notion of sexual well-being to look at all aspects 
of people’s sexuality regarding medical, physical, emotional, mental, 
social and religious well-being or fulfilment by involving and studying 
various domains of religious sensibilities.

Over sixteen months from February 2017 to July 2018, I 
followed a group of women and men and spent a lot of time hanging 
out with them in their homes, cafes, parks and religious spaces. 
Research participants claimed to be followers of Christianity or Islam 
and often negotiated religious authority and religious text in ways that 
reflected their personal desires and religious expectations. In using the 
notion of religious sensibilities, especially in bringing it into relation 
with the study of sexual well-being, I show that religious practices are 
articulated in various forms and embedded in and shaped by different 
locations and circumstances. The central themes employed to explore 
religious sensibilities in the pursuit of sexual well-being of participants 
included physical activities, beauty practices, gendered roles and 
sexual pleasure, and these formed the basis for discussion in the four 
empirical chapters of this thesis.

The first empirical chapter of this thesis, chapter two, critically 
engages with studies on physical activities and the health of minority 
ethnic groups in the Netherlands. I moved away from public debates 
that assume that due to the perceived high burden of cardiovascular 
disease among minority ethnic groups, there is the need to ‘empower’ 
and ‘equip’ these people to stay healthy through physical activities. 
Contrary to public assertions and assumptions, this thesis provided 
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insight into how physical activities remain central to study participants’ 
lives. Participants adopted creative ways to incorporate physical 
activities in their daily activities, considering their motivation, 
migration situation, and living conditions to address or negotiate 
issues of sexuality, intimacy, and morality. Here, we understand that 
well-being goes beyond the absence of diseases to include dealing with 
life challenges such as divorce and loneliness, among others. I have 
also shown through physical activities that not everything that Somali- 
and Ghanaian-Dutch people do or say should be about or linked to 
religion. Other motivations and factors are shaping their choices and 
engagement in physical activities.

In chapter three, through the lens of beauty, I have shown 
the multidimensional role religion plays in the lives of people. The 
ethnographic data revealed the choices and practices of participants 
were not solely based on religious doctrines and teachings. Instead, 
they mutually constitute peoples’ gendered sense of self, confidence, 
and belonging, thus creating different effects in different contexts. 
Research participants were mindful of their choices because certain 
beautifications were heavily linked to negative sexual connotations and 
framed them in ways that questioned their belonging to certain religious 
and social groups. By deciding where and how to project certain beauty 
practices, participants clearly distanced themselves from heightened 
visibility and negative sexual connotations and reasserted themselves 
and their sense of belonging to different groups. It is essential that when 
we consider what it means to belong to a particular social or religious 
group, we do not imagine it as static and unchanging. The discussion 
framed in terms of practices of beautification illuminates how shifts in 
practices can be illustrative of broader social, political, and religious 
(re)negotiations. It is not always that beauty practices necessarily 
relate to pious pursuits. For instance, the highly political and contested 
issue of female circumcision over the years has been shown to be not 
a religious act. There are strong normative ideals of gendered images 
and subjectivities of female circumcision that go beyond the idea of 
patriarchal control of the female sexual body, and instead represent an 
ethos of women taking care of themselves. As discussed, there is a need 
to grasp this complexity.
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In chapter four, I explored how religious practice and 
transnational migration could transform hegemonic masculinities 
when men took up domestic gender roles that were seen culturally 
as the domain of women, for example, cooking and babysitting. In 
contrast to previous findings that show that men are mostly absent 
from the domestic sphere, my study revealed that some men from the 
Ghanaian- and Somali-Dutch communities were actively involved 
and took up the role of cooking and babysitting within the domestic 
sphere. For these men, religion served as the main determinant that 
informed their responsibility to take up such domestic roles. They drew 
on religious understandings, scriptural readings and character study 
of specific personalities within the Quran and the Bible, sometimes 
with the support of their wives to transform their responsibilities. The 
involvement of men in the domestic sphere also served to create a 
peaceful home and positively influence their children. Men accepted 
religious teachings that advocate for the well-being of a man and his 
family in ways that were meaningful to these men.

The focus of the last empirical chapter on sexual pleasure and 
piety shows the need to understand locally grounded interpretations of 
religion and that there are no simplistic understandings about religious 
women’s sexuality. I have highlighted that there are varied subjective 
interpretations of religious texts concerning sexual practices and 
gender relations. I have demonstrated that although gender relations 
within both Christianity and Islam are based on male headship and 
women’s submission, ideals of complementarity and female sexual 
pleasure coexist within both religions. The interplay between these 
notions opened up trajectories for women to pursue (1) self-education, 
(2) women-only spaces and (3) expert advice and support to learn and 
become knowledgeable about sex and seek sexual pleasure. As the 
ethnographic examples established, by looking at how sexual pleasure 
and religious piety go hand in hand, we see how religious knowledge 
is enacted in concrete situations and ways appropriate to the people’s 
living and migration situation.

Throughout this thesis and as the empirical chapters have 
illuminated, well-being should not be seen as a mere outcome but rather 
as a multidimensional process that also entails aspirations and strategies 
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to overcome challenges and create fulfilment. In pursuit of people’s 
well-being and pointing to the domains of religious sensibilities, this 
thesis directs our attention to the processes of struggling, striving, (re)
negotiating and (re)appropriating ideas and practices that help people 
achieve their well-being. I have therefore argued that these participants’ 
pursuit of well-being is shaped by, but also unsettled by, contemporary 
ideas of religion and perceptions of ethnic minority groups. In pursuit 
of well-being, I have demonstrated that the increased attention to 
religious influence of choices people make regarding health, gender 
and sexuality in the Netherlands cannot be explained solely through 
the lens of religion and migration. Instead, it needs to be understood as 
one among many different forms of pursuits of well-being that change, 
shift and may take different dimensions throughout people’s lives.


